
Nicholas Copernicus was a learned, modest, and con-
scientious man. Never a priest, he spent his life in
service to the cathedral chapter at Frombork, where
he was administrator,legal adviser and physician.

But lrom youth his mind dwelt on the heavens. He
wss an undergraduate in the cloisters ol Krakow
University when Columbus set sail across the
Atlantic. Before the first ship sailed around the
world, Copernicus too had made a pioneering
voyage-a voyage of the mind that set the earth
itselt forever in motion. "We revolve about the Sun
like any other planet',' he wrote; "the appearance
of daily revolutions belongs to the heavens, but
the reality belongs to the Earth'.'
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Some 500 years alter
Aristotle, Claudius Ptolemy
of Alexandria developed a
working mathematical model
by which the positions of the
planets could be accurately
predict ed. A strono mer s used
Ptole my's mathe matical
model for their calculations
lor fourteen centuries.

When Columbus landed in
America in 1492, Copernicus
was a student at the
I agiellonian U niv er sity in
Krakow; and during his
liletime M agellan's expedition
rounded the world. The new
celestial inv estigations w ere
part of the Age of Exploration.

In order to explain and
sy stematize their observ ations
of the heavenly motions, the
ancient Greek philosophers
advanced many different
models of the universe.
Aristotle's earth-centered
model (c.350 B.C.) was so
comprehensive that it
persisted for nearly nineteen
centuries.

There are two medieval
P tole my-base d astrono my
texts in the exhibition.
C o pernicus first learned
astronomy lrom books based
on the Ptolemaic geocentric
world model; it was not
until later that he acquired a
copy of Ptolemy's own book,
rfte Almagest.

As a student, Copernicus
followed the standard
medieval curriculum,
inherited lrom Roman educa-
tional practice: the trivium -grammar, dialectic, rhetoric -
and the quadrivium -
arithmetic, music, geometry,
and astronomy.

Two panels ol the exhibition
are devoted to Copernicus'
personal library. Taken as
war booty from Frombork to
Sweden in 1626 during the
Thirty Years' llar, his books
are preserved today in the
U p p sala U niv e r sity Library.

Early in the sixteenth century
paper astronomical instru-
ments with movable parts
appeared in printed books.0n
display in the exhibition is a
1 540 book containing several
of these devices.

The first European astro-
nomical tables were based on
Greco-Arabic knowledge,
carried into Europe by the
Moorish conquest ol Spain.
Copernicus used a 1492
printed edition of the
Alfonsine Tables; a copy of
this edition figures in the
exhibition.

T he principal astrono mical
instruments of Co pernicus'
day were the quadrant,
triquetum, armillary sphere,
astrolabe, and torquetum.
A quadrant and two astrolabes
are shown in the exhibition,
as well as a small sundial.

The Copernican system was
not generally accepted until
the se v ent e enth c entury.
Kepler, working with Tycho
Brahe's precise data, found
new laws governing the
motions ol the planets;
Galileo used his telescope
to challenge the ancient
physics; and finally, Newton
established the Law of
Univ ersal G rav itation,
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NICHOLAS COPERNICUS

Copernicus was born on February 19, 1473, in
TorLtn, Polish Prussia,the son ol a merchant.Though
today he is remembered as the father of modern
astronomy, in his own time he made his livelihood not
as an astronomer, but as an ecclesiastic. His position
as canon of the cathedral of Frombork gave him
both financial security and freedom to pursue his
own astronomical studies. It was at Frombork that
Copernicus worked out his great book, the
De Revolutionibus.

The interiar of the Fronbork Cathadrul.

Two views of tlrc exhibitiotr.The one belov shows rt working ntodel tlnt
demonstrates how Itpo systems tlte Ptolenaic and the Copcrnican catt
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A GEOCENTRIC SYSTEM

An Aristotelian cosntology.from the 1493 Nurembcrg Chroniclc,
showing the earth,water,air,and.fre at the (enter oftlte unit'crsc.

The accepted model of the structure ol the universe
in Copernicus' time was earth-centered. The sun,
the moon, the five known planets, and the stars
were tlxought to revolve about the earth in endless,
perlect circles.

The model was developed by Aristotle around
350 B.C., and elaborated by Claudius Ptolemy of
Alexandria around 150 A.D. Ptolemy outlined his
system in a treatise which has come to be known as
the Almagest, meaning "the greatest'.'What Ptolemy
established f or th'e first time was a working
mathematical model by which the positions o'f the
planets could be predicted accurately.

In the Ptolemaic system, each planet moved in a
small circle (or epicycle) whose center was carried
round the earth in a larger orbit (or deferent). For
fourteen centuries astronomers computed planetary
positions lrom tables based on this analysis.

A HELIOCENTRIC SYSTEM
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A Copernican cosnology from Thonas Digges' 1576 Englislt discussiotr
of thi heliocentric theory, sltowing llrc stars scettered in infinite space.

Copernicus described an unfamiliar universe, with
the sun, not the earth, at its center; he treated the
earth as a planet among the other planets,with a
yearly orbit around the sun, a daily rotation on its
axis, and a conical precession.

His great breakthrough is the recognition that the
complex paths which we see traced by the planets
could be explained by a combination of their own
motion and that ol the earth from which we
observe them.

His new model gave astronomical inquiry the
direction it still follows today. But he arrived at his
innovations using the traditional assumption, shared
by Aristotle and Ptolemy, that the motion of
heavenly bodies must be a compound ol circles-an
idea which was soon to be overthrown by Iohannes
Kepler, as he worked to build a foundation'Jor the
C o p ernic an hy pothe sis.
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THE DE REVOLUTIONIBUS

Copernicus' cosmology drawing,from his manuscript of the
De Revolutionibus.

Copernicus' book, theDe Revolutionibus, had an
immediate impact on astronomtcal theory.
"Astronomy is written for astronomers',' he wrote in
his preface. But in the coming century his
re-examination ol the structure of the universe
would permanently alter the way people thought ol
themselves and their world.

TheDe Revolutionibus-published only in the year
of its author's death-might never have appeared in
print il Georg loachim Rheticus, ayoung prolessor
ol mathernatics, had not persuaded Copernicus to
entrust him with the manuscript for publication.

CONCERNING THE REVOLUTIONS

Copernicus patterned the De Revolutionibts alter the
structure of Ptolemy's Almagest.

A NEW COSMOLOGY
Copernicus arranged
the planets in a sun-
centered system.

A MATHEMATICAL
HANDBOOK
He wrote an introduction
to trigonometry and
include d conv enient sine
tables.

STAR TABLES
In the Copernican system
the sphere of the stars,
which serves as relerence
frame for the motions of
the planets, is fixed.

THE THREEFOLD
MOTION OF THE
EARTH
Copernicus introduced
ingenious schemes lor the
earth's daily, annual,
and precessional motions.

THE THEORY OF
PLANETARY
MOTION
He objected to the
Ptolemaic equant,
replacing it with an
epicyclet.

PLANETARY TABLES
Copernicus included
tables lor predicting the
positions ol the sun,
moon, and planets at any
time in the past or luture.


